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Dear Reader,
We are glad to have won Mc Dermott Will & Emery
as new strategic partner of the Business Law
Magazine. Welcome on board the ship!
Their first footprint is an article written by Dr.
Nikolaus von Jacobs and Dr. Germar Enders on the
German investment clearance process which plays
an important role in international M&A transactions.
Dr. Burkhardt Führmeyer and Dr. Fabian Klein state
that the protection of trade secrets is a must-have
for companies. Which is why our authors are in favor
of the new Trade Secret Directive. You should not
miss out on this article.
Codetermination is, to say the least, a very unique
part of German labor law which sometimes is not
easy to understand for foreign companies trading in
this country. Dr. Brigit Friedl and Dr. Mark Zimmer
introduce you to the latest legislative developments
which you should be aware of.
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Increasing appetite to initiate reviews
The German investment clearance process: an overview
By Dr. Nikolaus von Jacobs and Dr. Germar Enders

T

he German Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy (Bundesministerium für
Wirtschaft und Energie or BMWi) has
recently begun to step up initiation of
review procedures involving the potential acquisition of German companies
by foreign, often Chinese, investors. In
fall 2016, for example, the international
media reported that the ministry had
revoked a clearance certificate originally issued with respect to Grand Chip
Investment’s intended acquisition of the
semiconductor firm Aixtron. The ministry
revoked the clearance certificate after
US authorities raised concerns that the
acquisition by the Chinese investor could
pose a threat to US national security.
In the end, Aixtron’s potential buyer
decided to not pursue the transaction.
In a separately reported case, the ministry
declined to grant a clearance certificate
for the potential acquisition by a Chinese
investor of Ledvance, the lamp business
of Osram; instead, the ministry ordered
a detailed review of the potential
transaction.

an overview of the ministry’s examination protocol.
There are two types of examination
procedures in relation to takeovers of
German domestic companies by foreign
investors that need to be distinguished:
the cross-sectoral examination and the
sector-specific examination.
Acquisition of a German company

It appears the BMWi’s appetite to initiate review procedures has increased.
© peshkov/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

But how can we reconcile these restrictions with the concept of free foreign
trade? According to the Foreign Trade and
Payments Act (Außenwirtschaftsgesetz)
and the German Foreign Trade and Payments Ordinance (Außenwirtschaftsverordnung), both as amended in 2013, the
ministry is authorized to examine and,

under specific circumstances, prohibit the
acquisition of German companies. Given
the ministry’s apparent increased scrutiny
of German transactions involving foreign
investors, it’s important to understand
the procedures the ministry follows to
evaluate whether potential acquisitions
may move forward. This article provides

Both types of examination procedures
require an acquisition of a company or
a participation in a company. The term
“acquisition” is interpreted broadly. A
transaction qualifies as an acquisition
if, following the acquisition, the investor
holds 25% or more of the voting rights
in the German target, either directly or
indirectly (by way of attribution). The fact
that the law applies to both direct and
indirect acquisitions, e.g., an acquisition
of a foreign company holding more than
25% of the voting rights in a domestic
company, can lead to certain transactions
being examined by the ministry, even
–>
though at first glance they appear
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not to fall within the scope of the examination procedures. It should be noted
that neither the size of the company and
the type of acquisition (share deal or
asset deal) nor the choice of a law other
than German law to carry out the transaction are relevant to the applicability of
the examination procedures.
Cross-sectoral examination
Basically, every acquisition of a German
company by an investor that has its
seat outside the European Union or the
European Free Trade Association falls
within the scope of the cross-sectoral
examination irrespective of the target
company’s field of activity. In general,
the cross-sectoral review procedure only
applies to non-EU investors. A non-EU
investor is any investor that has neither
its registered seat, nor administrative
seat nor any permanent establishment
located in the EU. Mere branch offices do
not suffice to qualify as an EU investor.
Should an acquisition suggest abusive
structuring measures were implemented
or transactions were carried out to evade
the applicable rules (so as to avoid a
review procedure), the ministry may even
review acquisitions initiated by EU-based
investors.

The parties are under no obligation to
register the transaction or to obtain
authorization. It is solely up to the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and
Energy [supported by the Federal Cartel
Office (Bundeskartellamt) and/or the
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht or BaFin)] to uncover a relevant
transaction and, where appropriate, to
initiate examination procedures within
three months of signing the transaction.
After procedures have been initiated, the
foreign investor has to provide extensive
documentation. Once the documentation
has been provided, a two-month period
starts to run, during which the ministry
has to decide on the case.
If the investment endangers public policy
or the security of the Federal Republic
of Germany, the ministry may prohibit
the acquisition or impose orders. Under
applicable European laws, the danger
must constitute a genuine and sufficiently serious threat that affects the
fundamental interests of society. Even
with particularly sensitive sectors such as
those relating to the supply of essential
goods (e.g., energy) in crisis situations or
strategic services (such as water supplies,
transport, logistics or financial services),
the examination procedures are not restricted to certain sectors. Any threat has

to be assessed on a case-by-case basis. If,
in the end, a transaction is to be prohibited, approval from the federal government
must be obtained. This demonstrates the
exceptional nature of a prohibition. Until
the two-month review period expires or
the transaction is authorized or prohibited, the contractual agreement underlying
the proposed acquisition must be regarded as temporarily valid. The agreement becomes void only if the transaction is prohibited. The parties may complete the transaction at their own risk;
other than under cartel law, there is no
prohibition on completion until clearance.
Investors seeking transaction security at
an early stage and who want to avoid a
post-signing examination procedure can,
pursuant to a contested but in our view
correct understanding of the applicable
rules and regulations, voluntarily apply
for a clearance certificate prior to the
execution of the transaction. This certificate confirms the proposed transaction
will not cause a threat to public policy
or the security of the Federal Republic of
Germany. The application has to be made
in writing and must be addressed to the
BMWi. Filing should be deemed admissible as soon as the acquirer is in the
position to describe the main features
of the planned transaction, the business
segment in which the acquirer is operat-

ing, and provide details about itself. In
any event, after conclusion of a respective share (or asset) purchase agreement,
the necessary details will be available.
After receiving the application letter, the
ministry has one month to initiate examination procedures or issue a clearance
certificate. If no examination procedures
are initiated within this period, clearance
shall be deemed to have been granted.
Sector-specific examination
Any acquisition of a company operating
in a particularly security-sensitive area
is subject to the specific rules for sectorspecific examinations. In particular, this
concerns manufacturers and developers
of military weapons and other armaments or products with IT security functions. The legal test is whether or not the
proposed acquisition (taking into consideration applicable EU laws) substantially
endangers the security interests of the
Federal Republic of Germany. A prohibition or order may be imposed especially
if Germany’s security-policy interests
or safeguarding of military security is
endangered as a result of the takeover.
In contrast with the cross-sectoral examination procedure, the sector-specific
examination requires the foreign investor
to notify the BMWi about the proposed
–>
acquisition. Once it has received
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all necessary materials, the ministry
has one month to decide on the case.
Again, in contrast with the crosssectoral examination, the agreement
underlying the proposed acquisition is
deemed temporarily invalid until the
ministry has explicitly cleared the acquisition or the acquisition is deemed
cleared on implied terms due to expiry
of the one-month period. Any orders
that may be imposed are imposed in
agreement with the Federal Foreign
Office (Auswärtiges Amt) and the Federal Ministry of Defence (Bundesministerium der Verteidigung or BMVg); in
certain cases, also in agreement with
the Federal Ministry of Interior (Bundesministerium des Innern or BMI).
Comment
Recently, it appears that the BMWi’s
appetite to initiate review procedures
has increased, and there are no signs
this trend will stop. The ministry may
examine and, where appropriate, prohibit the proposed takeover of a German company not only in a securitysensitive industry, but also related to
a variety of international transactions.
The investor can, of course, take legal
action against any negative decision
by the ministry and, where appropriate, seek damages. If possible, however,

the parties should initiate a discussion
at an early stage about how best to
proceed, e.g., voluntarily applying for
clearance if appropriate. For any sale
and purchase agreement concerning
the acquisition of a company, the parties should also agree on appropriate
closing conditions, cooperation duties
and covenants as well as on applicable
remedies in the event the transaction
is prohibited by the ministry. It remains
to be seen if and to what extent the
ministry’s recent considerations to
expand the current list of reasons to
prohibit transactions will materialize
into something concrete. <–
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The Know-How Directive: know how to prepare for its transposition
By Dr. Burkhardt Führmeyer, LL.M., and Dr. Fabian Klein
Introduction
Facebook stole trade secrets worth $4
billion from Zenimax!
At least, that’s the base of a claim filed by
Zenimax, the software company behind
blockbuster games like Fallout and Doom,
against Oculus VR, the virtual reality
pioneer company now owned by Facebook. Zenimax claims that one of its key
employees took trade secrets with him to
Oculus when leaving Zenimax, and that
this knowledge helped Oculus arrive to
where it is right now.
As this example shows, protection of
trade secrets is not just a nice-to-have
for companies: It is a must-have, and it
is no less vital than protection employing patents, design rights or trademarks.
Still, in many countries the legal protection of trade secrets is far less advanced
than “proper” IP rights. And more often
than not, companies allocate a similarly
smaller amount of attention to knowhow protection.
The Situation in Germany is no exception
to this. Despite statistics demonstrating

the amount of money companies lose
each year due to trade-secret misappropriation, the legal options companies can
take to protect trade secrets are far less
advanced compared with protection by
IP rights. It is not even entirely clear what
legal status trade secrets possess. Even
more, trade-secret owners face various
difficulties when trying to defend their
trade secrets in court.
In a world where almost no company
solely acts in a single national market,
but one in which goods, services, information – and, yes, employees – easily cross
borders, international harmonization is
becoming a bigger and bigger factor as
well.

Companies should implement efficient measures to protect their know-how.
©

The EU took a big step forward toward
creating more harmonized trade-secret
protection on July 5, 2016, when it
adopted Directive (EU) 2016/943 on the
protection of undisclosed know-how
and business information (Trade Secrets
Directive). Whether the EU will also
grant more effective legal protection will
largely depend on how member states
will implement the directive, which must
be carried out by June 9, 2018.

tab1962/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

Companies should, however, consider
certain key issues already now:
Uniform definition of a trade secret
German law has no legal definition of
a trade secret. Case law has established
the understanding that a trade secret is a
business-related fact that is not obvious

and only known to a limited group of
people. A trade secret also constitutes a
secret for which the business operator
has a legitimate commercial interest in
keeping secret.
The Trade Secret Directive provides a harmonized definition of a trade secret. This
–>
will certainly help to create a level
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playing field for companies across the
member states. It will also not necessarily
decrease the material scope of information eligible for classification as a trade
secret, since the Trade Secret Directive
only stipulates a minimum standard.
With regard to its content, the definition
provided by the Trade Secrets Directive
does not deviate too far from the definition created under German case law.
Under both definitions, a trade secret
must be information that is not generally known. Different from the current
system in Germany, however, the Trade
Secret Directive further requires that this
information be subject to “reasonable
steps … to keep it secret.” This means that
according to the current legal standard,
it is sufficient for the trade-secret owner
to have a legitimate interest in maintaining the secrecy of the trade secret and
that he or she has somehow manifested
this intention. Under the Trade Secret
Directive, this will no longer be sufficient.
Instead, the trade-secret owner will have
to implement a trade-secret protection
program in advance.
These “reasonable steps” are not only relevant for qualifying certain information
as trade secrets: They will also influence
the scope of protection the trade secret
may enjoy. The Trade Secret Directive

stipulates that courts will, inter alia, have
to consider the protection measures a
company had implemented when deciding on granting protection.
The necessary consequence for companies
is obvious: They have to start preparing
now to implement and maintain a protection program. If a company does not take
adequate steps to protect their trade
secrets, those secrets will risk becoming
unenforceable starting the first day the
Trade Secret Directive goes into effect.
Confidentiality agreements
with employees
One protective measure a company
should implement concerns nondisclosure agreements and confidentiality provisions. These are often used in contracts
with suppliers, customers and employees.
The Trade Secrets Directive could, however, have an impact on such confidentiality
agreements – particularly with regard to
one of the biggest threats to trade secret
disclosure: employees.
While the Trade Secret Directive states
that contractual confidentiality provisions
constitute a possible protection step
and explicitly considers the use of trade
secrets as unlawful where a person is in
breach of a confidentiality agreement,

the directive foresees special protection
for employees. In particular, the directive
states that limiting employees’ use of experience and skills they honestly acquired
in the normal course of employment
shall not be justified, and that imposing additional restrictions on employees
other than those imposed in accordance
with union or national laws shall not be
deemed permissible either.

Secret Directive naming the use of confidentiality agreements as an example of
taking a protective step, the recitals go
on to explicitly reserve the possibility for
agreeing on non-compete provisions with
employees. This means that following
implementation, nondisclosure and noncompete agreements should also remain
permissible to the extent they currently
are under national law.

If taken literally, this could be understood
to mean that confidentiality provisions in
employment agreements are no longer
allowed since German law itself does
not impose such restrictions on employees. While it can be argued that during
employment the duty of confidentiality
(which originated from the employee’s
duty to exercise loyalty toward his or her
employer as established under case law
by the German courts) qualifies as such
a restriction “imposed” in accordance
with domestic law, the situation becomes
even more tenuous upon termination of
employment. No statutory law stipulates
duty of confidentiality for such cases.
Furthermore, the courts are reluctant to
impose this, requiring an assessment of
all circumstances and interests involved
in each individual case.

>>

This hardly reflects the intent of the Trade
Secret Directive. In addition to the Trade

For this reason, reviewing the confidentiality provisions applicable

If a company does not take
adequate steps to protect their
trade secrets, those secrets will
risk becoming unenforceable
starting the first day the Trade
Secret Directive goes into
effect.

<<

And yet, it is foreseeable that these
provisions will fuel arguments made by
ex-employees that an existing contractual duty of confidentiality is void or that
a statutory duty of confidentiality would
not apply once employment has been
terminated.

–>
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to employees should be one of the top
priorities when a company checks – or
improves – its protection program for
trade secrets.

However, the Trade Secret Directive also
explicitly demands that at least one person from each party be granted access to
such documents and hearings.

Enforcement in court proceedings

>>

The criticism has often been levied that
current German law contains no special
mechanisms to protect trade secrets in
court proceedings. Lying at the heart of
this criticism is, in particular, the plaintiff’s duty to identify the trade secret in
a manner that enables enforcement of
a decision. It has even been said that enforcing trade secrets in court would lead
to the trade-secret owner losing both the
trade secret and the trial, since he or she
would be forced to reveal the secret and
thereby make it public.
The protection of trade secrets in court
proceedings was one of the main goals of
the Trade Secret Directive when it began
to be considered in 2013, but not much of
this enthusiasm has survived.
Member states will be obliged to implement protection measures for civil procedures. These protection measures must
include prohibiting trial participants
from using the trade secret and limiting
access to court hearings or to documents
produced or submitted during the trial.

Reviewing the confidentiality
provisions applicable to
employees should be one of
the top priorities when a company checks – or improves –
its protection program for
trade secrets.

<<

Particularly for Germany, this could mean
a change in the practical handling of proceedings in those cases where the
“Düsseldorfer Verfahren” is applied, a special combination of procedural mechanisms that allowed for the applicant
him- or herself to be barred from reviewing the outcome of inspection measures,
but, more importantly, giving the person
a chance to enforce an inspection claim
in the first place. Whether the Düsseldorfer Verfahren will survive the Trade Secret
Directive remains to be seen.
Since the Trade Secret Directive allows
some discretion for member states to

apply a higher level of protection, it can
only be hoped that German lawmakers
are bold enough to see the necessary implementation as a chance to introduce a
thorough and balanced plan for protecting trade secrets in court proceedings.
Conclusion
Despite all opinions to the contrary, the
Trade Secret Directive will most likely
not lead to a lower level of protection for
trade secrets. Rather, the directive can be
expected to shift the boundaries to some
degree without worsening protection
altogether.
Much will also depend on how member
states implement the directive, especially
in terms of whether or not they will use
the opportunity to implement tougher
protection for trade secrets that reflects
their importance to the business.
Irrespective of this, one thing is already
clear to companies: More than ever, efficient protection of know-how will rely
on companies implementing protection
measures themselves. The Trade Secret
Directive might therefore have the effect
of strengthening the actual protection of
trade secrets by setting higher hurdles for
their legal protection. <–
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The company was validly formed, but does it continue to exist?
Proving a foreign company’s existence and powers of representation:
the German registry process with a focus on US companies
By Dr. Dirk Stiller

I

f a foreign company participates in
legal relations in Germany, either as
a shareholder in another company
or as a seller or purchaser in the event
of a real estate conveyance or the creation or deletion of collateral, the foreign
company’s existence and the powers of
representation of the individuals acting
on its behalf must be demonstrated. Recognition of the company’s legal capacity
is determined by foreign law. The rules for
proof required from the company as part
of the German registry process are, however, based on German law as the lex fori.
Both in terms of entries in the German
commercial register and in the land register, proof needs to be furnished by way
of public or publicly certified documents
(Section 12[I], sentence 1 of the German
Commercial Code [Handelsgesetzbuch,
HGB], Section 29[I], sentence 1 of the
German Land Registration Code [Grundbuchordnung, GBO]). Foreign documents
are documents within the meaning of
Section 29 of the GBO if they meet the
requirements of Section 415 of the German Code of Civil Procedure (Zivilprozes-

sordnung, ZPO), i.e., if the foreign notary
public is equivalent to a German notary
(Notar) in terms of educational background and position. A foreign company
cannot, however, always benefit from the
simplified proof of representation by being issued a certificate of representation
pursuant to Section 21 of the German

Federal Notarial Code (Bundesnotarordnung, BNotO); Section 12(I), sentence 2
of the HGB; and Section 32 of the GBO.
In the following, I outline the options
open to foreign companies for furnishing
proof under the German registry process

and the criteria on which the selection of
a particular type of evidence depends.
Options for furnishing proof
Proof of the existence of a foreign company or any ensuing powers of representation held by its members can be
obtained using the German commercial
register and a certificate issued by a German notary (Notar) following inspection
of the foreign commercial or company
register or the notarization by a foreign
notary.
The German commercial register is a
suitable source of evidence if the foreign
company has a branch office in Germany
that has been entered in the commercial
register pursuant to Section 12a of the
HGB.

For purposes of legal transactions, a corporation is represented by its officers.
© Jupiterimages/Polka Dot/Thinkstock/Getty Images

A German notary may issue a certificate
of representation pursuant to Section
21(I) of the BNotO after inspecting the
foreign commercial or company register
–>
if the foreign register is similar to
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the German commercial register. This is
the case if the body operating the foreign
commercial register has the substantive authority to check the existence and
validity of all the documents submitted.
Countries with a similar register include
France, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Austria
and Japan.

Commerce and Navigation between the
Federal Republic of Germany and the
United States of America dated October
29, 1954). As company law is not regulated
consistently across the US and different
rules apply in individual states, the applicable regional laws must be determined.

It must be taken into account whether
the register fully represents the powers of
representation, i.e., whether the registration has constitutive effect (establishing
rights) or declaratory effect.

In contrast to German law, US company
law assumes a uniform type of
corporation.

In countries without such a commercial
register, proof must, as a result, be furnished in a different way.
Proof of existence and powers
of representation for US companies
US law sees no public register equivalent to the German commercial register.
Requirements for proof of the company’s
existence depend on the type of company.
Determination of company law
The type of company law is determined
in accordance with the foundation theory
(special provision in Article XXV, No. 5,
sentence 2 of the Treaty of Friendship,

Corporation: proof of existence

A corporation is formed by submitting
the articles of incorporation to the relevant public body. In Delaware, California
and New York this is the secretary of
state. In the German registry process,
proof of formation can therefore be
furnished in the form of the certificate of
incorporation issued by the secretary of
state. This appears to be sufficient proof
of existence at first glance. The fact the
corporation was validly formed does not,
however, prove it continues to exist. To
furnish proof of continued existence then,
the secretary of state must issue a certificate of good standing. This confirms
the due and proper formation as well as
the continued existence of the corporation as a legal entity as of the certificate’s
date of issue. The certificate also contains
confirmation that the corporation has

paid franchise taxes and complied with
its annual reporting obligations. These
details are relevant given that the corporation can be deleted ex officio if it does
not comply with these obligations.
The certificate issued by the secretary
of state is a public document within the
meaning of Section 29(I), sentence 1 of
the GBO as the secretary of state constitutes a government body. The signature
on the certificate, which must be sealed
with an official seal, therefore does not
require notarization. Legalization is not
required for the certificate to be used
in Germany; an apostille is sufficient in
this regard (the Hague Convention of
October 5, 1961). An apostille, in turn, is
issued by the secretary of state, which
consequently confirms its own signature
on the certificate. The cost for issuing a
certificate of good standing including the
apostille is approximately $50.

>>

In contrast to German law,
US company law assumes a
uniform type of corporation.

<<

Proof of existence of a company may not
be furnished by way of a certificate issued

by a notary public because this does not
meet the requirements set out in Section
415 of the ZPO and therefore those of Section 12 of the HGB and Section 29 of the
GBO. Given the fact that a notary public
has no legal training, this individual is not
comparable to a German Notar, and there
is no equivalent provision to that of Section 21 of the BNotO under US law that
would authorize a notary public to issue
a notarial certificate constituting conclusive public evidence.
Proof of powers of representation
For statutory purposes, a corporation is
represented by its board of directors as a
collegial body and, for purposes of legal
transactions, it is represented by its
officers.
The secretary of state does not have to
be continually notified of changes to
the way the corporation is represented,
therefore the secretary of state is unable
to issue any certificate meant to act as
proof.
In practice, the secretary’s certificate of
incumbency is therefore used as a reference; in this certificate, the company
secretary or another officer entrusted
with this role initially confirms the due
and proper formation of the corpora- –>
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tion and its continued existence as well
as his or her due and proper election as
company secretary. Moreover, this person
confirms in the same statement that the
acting person has been duly elected as a
board member or officer, that the acting
person continues to hold this office, and
that this person is entitled to represent
the corporation in the transaction in
question and the fact that the corporation is bound by this.

>>

The German registry process
is a complicated process
that strongly depends on the
individual case.

<<

The company secretary then confirms the
information he or she has provided using
a notary public, and the notary public
certifies the secretary’s signature.
After these steps, the secretary of state
confirms the company secretary’s signature is genuine by affixing an apostille. The special conclusive force of this
statement derives from the fact that an
inaccurate declaration of a power of representation is subject to a penalty under
US law.

Proof of existence of a US partnership
The formation documents of a US partnership are not kept by the secretary of
state. It is therefore not possible to rely
on a certificate of incorporation and good
standing to provide proof of a partnership’s existence. For this reason, proof of
existence is based on proof of representation. If the company secretary issues a
certificate of incumbency to furnish proof
of representation, he or she also directly
confirms the company’s due and proper
formation and continued existence.
Proof of a limited liability
company (LLC)
The existence of an LLC, which constitutes
a partnership but is structurally akin to
a corporation, is also proved by way of a
certificate of incorporation. The power of
representation derives from the articles
of association in that the LLC’s managers
have either already been appointed or, in
the absence of a management team having been appointed, the partners are in
charge of managing the LLC. If a manager
is appointed at a later date or if the acting partner has subsequently become a
member, proof must be furnished using
appropriate documents (change in the
articles of association, transfer agreement, partner’s resolution) or, as with a

corporation, with a confirmation issued
by the company secretary.
The company secretary can attach to this
secretary’s certificate certified copies
of the articles of incorporation and the
board resolutions to demonstrate the
certified power of representation.
Conclusion
As shown above, furnishing proof of
existence or proof of powers of representation for the German registry process
as foreign company, particularly as a US
company, is a complicated process that
strongly depends on the individual case.
It requires carefully checking the company’s foreign legal position to precisely
determine how to meet the requirements
of Section 12(I), sentence 1 of the HGB and
Section 29(I), sentence 1 of the GBO. <–

Dr. Dirk Stiller,
Rechtsanwalt (Attorney-at-Law), Notar
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M&A, PwC Legal, Frankfurt am Main
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Legislators broaden employee codetermination
New legislation: temps may make the difference, but new law lacks clarity
By Dr. Birgit Friedl and Dr. Mark Zimmer

V

ery soon, temporary workers
will have to be counted toward German codetermination
thresholds, any may thus be decisive for
triggering employee representation on
supervisory boards. On April 1, 2017, an
amendment to the German Law on Tem-

porary Employment (Arbeitnehmerüberlassungsgesetz or AÜG) will come into
force, and it may have a major impact on
the governance of any affected entities.
Under the German Codetermination Act
(Mitbestimmungsgesetz or MitbestG),

limited liability companies (GmbHs) and
stock corporations (AGs) with more than
2,000 employees have to establish a
supervisory board that consists of 50%
employee representatives. For companies
with 500 to 2,000 employees, a supervisory board with one-third employee repre-

sentation has to be established under the
German One-Third Participation Act (Drittelbeteiligungsgesetz or DrittelbG). The
employee codetermination requirement
for supervisory boards is unique to Germany and is often viewed with suspicion,
–>
in particular by foreign investors.

For companies with 500 to 2,000 employees, a supervisory board with one-third employee representation has to be established.

© Wavebreakmedia Ltd/Thinkstock/Getty Images
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In the newly amended AÜG, Section 14,
paragraph 2 stipulates that temporary
workers shall count toward the threshold
numbers at the company they are sent to;
but if application of the MitbestG or the
DrittelbG is in question, this shall only be
the case if the temporary worker’s period
of service exceeds six months. The legislative materials suggest the amendment
was designed to deal with the growing
importance of temporary workers for the
German job market and the economy as
a whole. The particular clauses were said
to implement the precedents set by the
German Federal Labor Court (Bundesarbeitsgericht or BAG). Also, the amendment
would aim to end the dispute among
scholars regarding the treatment of temporary workers with respect to codetermination laws.
Practical implications
Taking temporary workers into account
when determining employee thresholds
could significantly increase the number of companies subject to employee
codetermination on their supervisory
boards. For the governance structure of a
company and its eligible German group
of companies who (together!) have, e.g.,
1,800 employees and 500 temps, it makes
a huge difference if the threshold number
of 2,000 is exceeded and the company

has to allow 50% of employees on the
supervisory board, rather than only onethird or none at all.
However, what looks like a simple,
straightforward calculation exercise
at first glance does raise a whole
host of questions requiring further
clarification.
Issues involved
First and foremost, the treatment of
temps under the new law has to be reasonably aligned with the other requirements under the respective codetermination laws. Almost all codetermination
law provisions refer to a certain number
of employees to be exceeded “generally,
as a general rule” or “normally” rather
than at a particular point in time. The
number of workers at a company must
therefore be monitored during a certain
reference period of between 16 and 24
months on the basis of the company’s
personnel planning. Management decisions on expansion (or reduction) of the
business, the opening of new or the
closure of existing plants, acquisitions or
disposals, and the like are taken into account should they have reached a level of
certainty. A short-term seasonal increase
in the workforce is considered irrelevant
except in cases where the increase occurs

repeatedly and follows the same model
or pattern. The requirement to examine
a certain sustained period (rather than
a certain point of time) is an attempt to
keep the codetermination structure stable for a certain period of time, especially
in view of the time and effort required
for implementing a new codetermination structure. While scholars generally
assert that the requirement to monitor
staff numbers over a certain period of
time was not meant to be set aside by
the law’s amendment, the question arises
how this requirement can be aligned
with the often short-term nature of temporary employment.

>>

Taking temporary workers
into account when determining employee thresholds
could significantly increase
the number of companies
subject to employee codetermination on their supervisory
boards.

<<

In addition, the amendment requires that
the period of the temp’s service must
exceed six months to count toward the

threshold. In this regard, the amendment
does not specify whether the length of
service of a particular individual temp
is decisive or whether the workplace as
such must be staffed by any temp in
excess of six months. Further, it is unclear
if the required period of service can also
consist of several shorter assignments
of, for example, four months and five
months with an interruption of one
month over a 12-month period.
Precedents and legislative materials
The question about the applicable
codetermination structure is decided on
the basis of status proceedings pursuant to Sections 98 et seq. of the German
Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz or
AktG). The civil courts record (Ordentliche Gerichte), which oversee rulings on
status proceedings, have in the past not
taken temporary workers into account for
determining the applicable codetermination structure at the hiring company.
In particular, the Higher District Court
(Oberlandesgericht) of Hamburg in 2014
and the Higher District Court of Saarbrücken as recently as 2016 ruled against
taking temporary workers into account.
A ruling by the German Federal Court of
Justice (Bundesgerichtshof or BGH) on the
issue has not been made.
–>
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On the other hand, labor courts have
jurisdiction over matters concerning the
voting procedures connection with codetermination laws. On appeal, BAG had
held in 2015 that temps need to be taken
into account for determining whether
employee representatives to the supervisory board are elected directly by the entire workforce or indirectly by delegates.
While BAG conceded that the relevance
of temps could not be decided in general terms but only in reference to the
purpose of each threshold, it argued with
regard to an election by delegates that a
worker’s integration into the enterprise
was the relevant criterion rather than a
formal employment relationship with the
relevant company, which temps generally
do not have. In that particular case, BAG
did take temps into account.

cifically stated that the question concerning the relevance of temps needs to be
determined for each threshold provision
by separately considering the purpose of
the relevant threshold. In contrast, the
amendment seems to proceed from the
assumption that all threshold numbers
in the above-mentioned laws on codetermination justify considering temps, albeit
while also remaining subject to additional requirements should the application of
a specific act be in question.

These circumstances suggest that legislators, for whatever reasons, went far beyond simply translating BAG precedents
into statutory law: lawmakers, as well as
apparently the interest groups involved
in the legislative process, completely
disregarded the primary jurisdiction of
the civil courts in determining the status
of codetermination. The position and arguments brought forward by the higher
district courts were apparently not even
raised during the legislative process. Also,
within its jurisdiction, even BAG had spe-

It will likely take some time before the
civil courts, let alone the German Federal
Court of Justice, will get a chance to issue
a binding ruling on the legal questions
involved. In the meantime, companies
may wish to consider the following:

As a result, the legislative materials are,
in this particular case, not suitable for
shedding further light on the complex
questions the new provisions raise.
Considerations for corporate
practice

General relevance of the number
of jobholders
The new law does not specifically amend
codetermination law provisions. Temps
are thus only relevant to the extent the

personnel planning for the reference
period of 16 to 24 months suggests an
applicable threshold number is, as a
rule, exceeded either by way of ordinary employees or temps. To the extent
regular positions in the reference period
are staffed with temps in the case of
vacancies, such positions are taken into
account and will likely be considered
“regular positions” as it would not make
any difference whether these positions
are filled with persons employed by the
company directly or by temps. Otherwise,
the door for bypassing the new provisions would swing widely open. If the
personnel plan includes nonpermanent
positions for various workplaces, some
of which only cover a one-time peak, the
peak-time positions would not likely be
relevant regardless of whether they are
staffed with regular employees or temps.
Other nonpermanent positions over a
longer period of time in the personnel
plan are likely to hit the “regular” hurdle.
The remaining key question then is
whether or not the temps count toward
the threshold.
This is where the amendment kicks in.
On the basis of the jurisprudence to
date of the courts of record, temps
would not have to be counted. This has
changed. Temporary workers will count,
but how?

Specific individual temp versus
workplace approach
Some scholars suggest looking at a particular specific temp to determine whether or not a period of service in excess of
six months has been exceeded. But some
in this group of scholars concede that
various (interrupted) assignments during
a period of one year should be added up.
However, the prevailing opinion appears
to point toward a workplace-oriented
approach.
First, if the individual temp rather than
the workplace were relevant, this would
ultimately require a decision on the basis
of a certain point in time rather than
a prognosis period of 16 to 24 months.
This approach would also counteract the
principle that frequent changes in the
codetermination structure should be
avoided.
Second, the requirement could easily
be circumvented by consecutively hiring a number of different temps with a
comparable skills profile so the six-month
threshold is not exceeded for any of these
individual temps. Avoidance strategies
would be particularly successful in workplaces requiring lower skill levels as these
–>
temps can be more easily replaced.
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Finally, codetermination laws and the
applicable threshold numbers generally consider the number of positions
rather than the identity of individuals
filling such positions. These laws were
introduced as a means of institutionalizing participation to compensate for
the anonymity and distance existing
between the workforce and management as a result of a company’s
size. The size and organization of the
company also depends on the number
of temps regularly hired rather than on
the individual temp.
If the civil courts were to ultimately
consider the workplace a relevant criterion, maneuvering room to obviate the
law appears rather limited. Conversion
to a legal format that does not necessitate employee codetermination given
the circumstances of the case may
be the last resort. Nonetheless, until
there is further guidance from the
civil courts, it may make sense to limit
the term of service of any particular
temp to six months and to request
different individuals for a position on
the basis of a defined skills profile for
any period in excess of such a term. In
addition, temporary positions could be
established where feasible for only six
months or less within a period of one
year.

In the final assessment, the AÜG
reforms will result in a number of
improvements to the legal position of
temporary workers. At the same time,
it will also add a layer of uncertainty
and the potential for litigation as far as
the details of the interaction between
AÜG and existing German codetermination structures are, in practice,
concerned. Companies of a certain size
that regularly use temporary workers
are well advised to monitor legal developments in this regard. <–
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Not only centralizing risk, but managing it too
Central counterparties: the recent EU Commission proposal on recovery and resolution tools
By Oliver Dreher, LL.M. (King’s College, London)
Introduction
“Centralization” can be regarded as one
of the most remarkable developments
to have shaped the financial industry
during the last decade. This has become
particularly evident within the context
of the crisis and, in the end, insolvency
of the former investment bank Lehman
Brothers.
The left side of the illustration to the
right shows how market participants in
the financial markets used to interact:
Each single-market participant maintained its own (often numerous) bilateral
agreements with a multiplicity of socalled counterparties (i.e., other market
participants).
This setup was particularly common
in the markets for OTC derivatives, i.e.
the markets for non-exchange-traded
bilateral agreements on the exchange
of payments between the parties; this
includes, inter alia, interest and currency
swaps used by corporates and banks to
hedge themselves against interest or
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to be faced when trying to cope with the
fallout of such a crisis.
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The “central counterparty” concept.
© CMS Hasche Sigle.

currency risks arising in their day-to-day
business.
Lessons learned from Lehmans

pants and regulators alike do not know
who bears which risks and, accordingly,
who might be in trouble given the right
(or wrong) circumstances.

This oft-quoted lesson learned from the
Lehmans insolvency concerns the financial soundness of market participants:
Both avoiding an international financial
crisis and dealing with its consequences
are much more difficult if market partici-

In addition to market participants’ financial soundness (or lack thereof), it was observed that heterogeneous international
laws, in particular insolvency laws, and
the uncertainties resulting from this can
contribute to the difficulties that have

However, the painful experiences from
the Lehman insolvency helped the
market rediscover a concept that had
already proved reliable and beneficial in
other parts of the market: Many markets
dealing in exchange-traded products
(securities and derivatives alike) have
been relying on the concept of a central
counterparty for many years.
The idea behind this concept is that many
market participants engage in the same
kind of transactions with one and the
same counterparty, hence the term “central counterparty” (CCP). Such CCPs are
deliberately established to assume an intermediate position between the relevant
market participants. In addition, CCPs are
subject to specific regulations and, ideally,
rely on particular international insolvency
rules aimed at ensuring common insolvency treatment despite the cross-border
nature of their businesses.
–>
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On the basis of these and other aspects,
CCPs act as safe “central” counterparties
for basically all other market participants. To handle the bundling’ of CCPs’
legal and technical relationships, the
majority of market participants are only
indirectly linked to a CCP. Their link to a
CCP is provided by a bank that acts as a
clearing member (indirect participants
are often referred to as nonclearing
members).
In addition to the CCP’s interposition, the
concept of a CCP also involves relying on
standardized agreements and providing
transparency with respect to the terms
and volumes of the transactions conducted (or “cleared”) through it.
European Market Infrastructure
Regulation
To broadly implement these concepts
in the financial markets, the European
Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)
was enacted in 2012 (full name of legislation: Regulation [EU] No 648/2012 of the
European Parliament and of the Council
of 4 July 2012 on OTC derivatives, central
counterparties and trade repositories).
Recently, the EU Commission followed up
on this regulation, aiming to facilitate the
next step in developing the CCP concept.

Several thoughts went into this further
development:
CCPs have become a cornerstone of the
financial markets, and their importance
is expected to continue growing. According to the EU Commission, more than
50% of the world’s OTC derivatives business had been cleared through CCPs in
2015. Given that such a significant (and,
as is expected and fostered by regulators, continuously expanding) share of
the international financial markets rely
on CCPs, these institutions must be able
to properly fullfill their role; to legitimately act as the markets’ supporting
foundation, they must, above all else,
be able to bear the resulting risks and
burdens.
In light of this, the EU Commission has
now come up with suggestions for new
EU rules for the recovery and resolution
of CCPs.
In doing this, the EU Commission addresses the possible scenario that CCPs –
as system-relevant participants in the
market infrastructure – may themselves
run into financial difficulties.
The proposed legal framework now
presented by the EU Commission in
part strongly resembles the rules on the

restructuring and resolution of banks.
With the Banking Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD), such rules for banks
have already been in force for some time
now (full name of legislation: Directive
2014/59/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014
establishing a framework for the recovery
and resolution of credit institutions and
investment firms …).
Given, however, that CCPs have many
characteristics that distinguish them
from banks and other financial institutions, the new proposal also foresees
a number of special instruments that
should especially fit the particular business and features of a CCP.
Prevention and preparation
Banks are already doing this, but now
CCPs will also have to draw up recovery
plans. These plans foresee measures going beyond existing regulations for CCPs
(e.g., EMIR) and will be reviewed by the
applicable regulators. The plans must
consider the risks inherent to the particular business and structure of a CCP, such
as the possible default of one or more
clearing members or the occurrence of
other risks or losses for the CCP, whether
as a result of fraud or due to IT security
threats.

Early intervention
Should it become apparent that a CCP is
experiencing or will experience financial
difficulty, additional measures are available to facilitate early intervention. This
includes giving the relevant authorities
specific powers to intervene in the operations of a CCP when – and this is important – the condition of the CCP suggests
it is at risk of failing, but before it actually
does. In addition, the relevant authorities
will be in a position to require the CCP to
implement specific measures or include
such measures in their recovery plans in
order to facilitate early intervention in a
(yet developing) crisis.
Resolution powers
Just as under already-existing rules for
the recovery and resolution of credit institutions, CCPs will also have to operate
within a framework that allows – when
extreme circumstances call for this – the
placement of a CCP in resolution if it
defaults or threatens to default. A related
possibility is foreseen in cases where a
CCP’s default may not be prevented by
implementing other measures (without risking the stability of the financial
system). Similar to the corresponding
framework for banks, possible measures
–>
will, according to the EU Commis-
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sion, be implemented in a manner that
aims to minimize any burden on taxpayers while also holding shareholders and
other investors responsible.
International cooperation of relevant
authorities
Most CCPs are active across borders and
many even act globally. This needs to be
considered by the relevant authorities, in
order to ensure that regulation and possible interventions are efficient and do not
lead to counter-productive results. This
is acknowledged by the EU Commission:
The proposal also contains rules that are
intended to facilitate a coordinated and
efficient international approach by the
relevant authorities.
Resolution tools
The framework governing CCPs today
already attempts to minimize the risk
of a CCP potentially defaulting. With a
view to the – albeit unlikely – case of a
CCP experiencing a financial crisis, the
new proposal does, however, foresee the
following measures that can be implemented if necessary:
•	Sell the CCP or single business areas
of the CCP.

•	Establish a bridge solution that foresees particularly important business
areas spun off and continued while
nonrelevant areas may be liquidated
or left to face separate insolvency
proceedings.
•	Reallocate positions (including the full
or partial termination of transactions)
to rebalance the CCP’s transaction
portfolio.
•	Reallocate losses to limit or cover the
CCP’s losses and, potentially, recapitalize the CCP and reposition it so it can
again meet its obligations.
•	Write down the CCP’s capital as well
as convert portions of the CCP’s debt
capital into equity in order to improve
the CCP’s ability to absorb losses and
to support other possible measures by
strengthening the CCP’s equity.
The road ahead
The new proposal will be submitted to
the EU Parliament and Council for their
approval and adoption.
What the proposed rules can really do
remains to be seen.
Concerns are being voiced in the market
that regulators would be better off concentrating on operational risks within the
framework. Some of the proposed rules,

these voices assert, could turn out to be
counterproductive by actually alienating
clearing members by imposing additional
margin requirements and threatening
clearing members with the prospect of
having to share any of the failing CCP’s
exposure with other members at the
point of a failure.
Further aspects being discussed in the
market include:
•	Confidentiality of margin calculations
may be at risk depending on how
the related transparency rules would
work. As a result, business models
may be affected and arbitrage may be
furthered.
•	The reallocation of losses and positions to clearing members may lead
to a mere shifting of risks (from CCPs
to their clearing members) and result
in conflicts of interest among the
various sets of rules all designed to
increase stability.
•	Despite the need for a consistent international approach, a real risk exists
that a permanently heterogeneous
and increasingly complex environment is being created, which may
be costly, inefficient and even create
additional risks.
•	Concerns about harmonization are
even greater when looking beyond

EU borders: Approaches in regulation and market practice in the US
and Asia deviate substantially from
European approaches, while the interdependencies among these large
pillars of the world markets continue
to increase.

>>

The new proposal on the
recovery and resolution of
CCPs will inevitably influence
the whole market.

<<

As has been the case with the related
recovery and resolution rules for banks,
the new framework for CCPs will, in any
event, mean a lot of work for everyone
concerned. This mainly affects, of course,
the CCPs themselves. However, as experience with banks has shown, these rules
will also have significance for many other
market participants.
In the case of banks, it is mainly their customers and investors who are realizing
they have to understand the recovery and
resolution rules and the practical impact
they have on their risk position.
–>
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In terms of CCPs, all direct and indirect participants will, in particular, be
significantly impacted by the rules that
will, of course also have major implications for the CCPs themselves as well
as their shareholders.
In turn, this also means many companies in the real economy will be affected. These companies are supposed
to benefit from the new rules, at least
indirectly. However, experience with
other regulatory initiatives shows that
such changes never come without a
broader impact on the market and its
participants as a whole. In addition, the
new proposal on the recovery and resolution of CCPs will inevitably influence
the whole market and the variety (and
price) of options that will be offered
to banks and corporations for their
financial transactions. This means that
all players should closely follow developments on CCPs and the proposal on
their recovery and resolution. <–
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Unlocking the power sector’s growth potential
EU trends: implementation in Germany
By Dr. Sabine Schulte-Beckhausen and Alexander Dartsch
Introduction

Clean-energy package

“Clean Energy for all Europeans – unlocking Europe’s growth potential” is the title
of the legislative package the European
Commission presented on November 30,
2016. Up to now, European energy policy
has focused on the large-scale project of
connecting, liberalizing and regulating
the European energy markets on the basis of three legislation packages released
between 1996 and 2009. Now the natural
next phase is just around the corner:
To achieve the ambitious greenhouse
emission goals set in connection with the
Paris Agreement, the energy market itself
will have to be revamped – a transformation that will affect the whole economy.

The Clean Energy for all Europeans
legislative package proposes revisions
to existing directives and regulations
as well as new legislative acts. These
are complemented by a number of EU
Communications, evaluation documents,
impact assessments and other accompanying documentation. The Commission’s
proposals will be consulted among the
stakeholder’s in the upcoming months.
An outcome to negotiations might
already be presented over the course
of next year, which would make implementation of the new regulations on
national level feasible in 2020.

Against this backdrop, we provide an
overview of the recently proposed legislative changes at the European level and
subsequently identify certain effects in
the German power market that illustrate
the predefined path.

The main goals pursued by the legislative package are: “energy efficiency first,”
“achieving global leadership in renewable energies” and “providing a fair deal
for consumers.” These key phrases set
the direction of the respective legislative
measures.

–>

Consumers should have access to information about their energy consumption.
© Rallef/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images
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Energy efficiency first
According to the Commission, unused energy is “the cheapest and cleanest source
of energy.” To reduce costs and mitigate
the adverse effects on the environment
therefore, optimizing energy consumption will be an important element for
defining the economy of the future.

>>

The clean energy packages
aims to incentivize development of innovative technologies.

<<

The Commission has identified buildings
as a major factor influencing increased
energy efficiency as building stock accounts for 40% of total energy consumption in the EU. For this reason, a revision
of the Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive is planned, stipulating obligations for renovating building stock. One
noteworthy amendment is the envisaged obligation that electric charging
points be installed in commercial and
residential buildings with more than
10 parking spaces. The goal here is for
building modernization to support the
low-emission mobility strategy and

thus serve as a driving force to spur
sectoral coupling.
Digitization is considered crucial to such
sectoral coupling, therefore the use of
smart metering devices will be one of the
key factors in transforming the power
market. Within this context, the Commission is proposing changes to regulations
on metering and billing in order to give
consumers access to information about
their energy consumption. The regulations on smart metering are intended to
stimulate competition among energysupply companies by enabling customers
to transparently identify and compare
costs as well as the environmental impact of their energy consumption.
Achieving global leadership
in renewable energies
The second pillar of the clean energy
package has a much bigger impact on a
global scale than the regulations on energy efficiency mentioned above. Europe
is the global leader in wind energy, with
almost half the wind turbines installed
worldwide produced by European companies. Still, the renewable energy sector
continues to grow and already more than
1 million people in the EU are employed
by companies active in wind energy, solar
power or biomass. However, European

manufacturers of renewable technologies are facing growing international
competition due to progress in technologies and related rising cost pressures. This
has already led to a steep decline in the
European photovoltaic sector over the
last couple of years.
To retain and defend the EU’s leading
role in the renewable energy sector, the
clean energy packages aims to incentivize
development of innovative technologies.
The rationale behind this is that innovations in this technology may then be
used to exploit the full growth potential
within and, especially, outside Europe. It is
estimated that the worldwide long-term
decarbonization objectives will offer a
EUR 6.8 trillion market through 2035.
The package neither raises nor translates the objective for market shares
of renewable energy being consumed,
which is currently set at 27% for 2030,
into national binding targets. Instead, the
Commission plans to introduce a governance system based on peer pressure,
encouraging member states to follow voluntary national energy and climate plans
to collectively achieve the EU target.
The package will modify the power market to support the transition to a green
energy system. Production of electric-

ity from renewable sources of energy is
generally more volatile than production
from fossil energy sources. Focusing on
flexibility will therefore be necessary to
efficiently integrate renewables into the
power market. Demand-side management and innovative storage solutions
will be key factors as will shorter-term
trading options on electricity wholesale
markets. In addition, the power market is
to provide a level playing field for all technologies. This provision includes actions
to remove fossil fuel subsidies that may
create economic inefficiencies.
Providing a fair deal to consumers
The third key phrase, “providing a fair deal
to customers,” addresses the transparency mentioned above concerning energy
consumption and costs through the
increasing use of smart metering devices.
Consumers are to be empowered to make
informed choices about their contractual
relationships, and this is to translate into
greater competiveness on the energy
market.
The other aspect of providing a fair deal to
consumers is creating the opportunity for
them to participate in the energy market
by producing, consuming and selling
electricity. This emphasizes the transition
–>
of consumers into “prosumers” who
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play an integral role in transforming the
power sector into a flexible, demand-sidecontrolled and decentralized network.
Outlook for Germany
The legislative proposals made in the
clean energy package will not be implemented before 2020; however, the
general direction of the package suggests
important cornerstones for the future development of the energy system. Pioneering the integration of renewables into the
electricity market, Germany constitutes
one of the most developed European
countries in this respect. Therefore, examining trends in Germany’s current energy
sector may illustrate the challenges and
opportunities that will be found on the
European level.
In response to demands for a level playing field for all technologies, a mandatory
auction procedure for renewables, including offshore wind energy, is being introduced to enhance market integration and
reduce financial support for renewable
energies. This means the European Commission’s objective for all technologies
in direct competition with each other is
already becoming reality in Germany. Due
to ambitious goals having been set for
renewable energies’ market share and
slowly declining subsidies, demand for

competitive technologies in the renewable sector continues to rise.
Flexibility has been a talking point in Germany in recent years as well. Mostly, this
refers to flexibility in demand and supply;
it also, however, concerns grid flexibility.
In 2016, new regulations on introducing
smart metering were implemented that
will lead to the adaptation of distribution
grid operators’ business model as well
as enable new service providers to enter
the market in upcoming years. in keeping with the clean energy package’s goal
of providing a fair deal to customers, the
power market in Germany is developing
into a decentralized and digitized market,
giving energy suppliers and consumers
multiple roles.

>>

Flexibility has been a
talking point in Germany
in recent years.
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Upcoming years will likely be characterized by new technologies establishing
themselves in the market. One of the
most interesting of these new technologies involves storage solutions in
particular for electricity produced from

renewable sources. Prosumers have been
feeding their locally produced energy
into the system for some time already.
Recently, private households have begun
to step up completion of existing and
new photovoltaic systems that have
battery storage devices. The opportunities to optimize energy consumption by
linking production, storage devices and
electric vehicles within private homes are
growing. These storage devices may also
be used to market frequency response to
transmission grid operators. Such innovative business models not only meet customers’ demand for self-sufficiency, but
also create new markets and contribute
to a low-carbon power sector that meet
European goals. <–
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Federal Patent Court grants compulsory license for HIV drug in Germany
Merck v. Shionogi: a landmark decision
By Dr. Claudia Milbradt and Nicolas Hohn-Hein
Introduction
Under German law, patents confer
two types of an absolute right to their
respective owners: (a) a positive right to

make use of the technology subject to
the patent and (b) a negative right to
exclude others from using the patent. In
some cases, this principle does not apply
if public interest surpasses the owner’s

interest in the exclusive commercial
exploitation of the patent forcing the
patent owner by law to grant a license to
a third party or even a competitor. Section 24 of the German Patent Act (GPA)
stipulates the granting of such a “compulsory license” if certain pre-requisites
set out in the statute are met. However,
due to their highly exceptional nature
very few compulsory licenses have been
granted. Thus, the recent German Federal
Patent Court decision (No. 3 LiQ 1/16)
(Bundespatentgericht or BPatG) granting
a compulsory license on the antiretroviral
compound Raltegravir to the US company
Merck for the German market is worth to
be mentioned/noteworthy and prompts
a further discussion the prerequisites of
Section 24 of the GPA.
Prerequisites of Section 24
of the GPA

Strong public interest can justify exceptions to the right of ownership.
© VSanandhakrishna/iStock/Thinkstock/Getty Images

Section 24 of the GPA is one of a few
exceptions to the fundamental right
to property conferred by Article 14 of
the German Constitution. As such, until
recently there was only one decision

granting a compulsory license (later
overturned by the Federal Supreme Court
(Bundesgerichtshof or BGH), see BGH
GRUR 1996, 190 – Interferon-gamma/
Polyferon). To grant a compulsory license,
the statute’s high standards set out that
four pre-requisites must be met: (a) the
license must concern a patent or a utility
model and (b) the license seeker must
want to commercially use the invention,
(c) must have already earnestly tried to
enter into a license agreement with the
patent owner based on reasonable market terms, and (d) can prove that granting
the compulsory license is in the public
interest.
Whereas the first three conditions usually do not constitute an obstacle, the
factor “public interest” is typically the
decisive factor as to whether a compulsory license will be granted (with
some statutory exceptions, such as
those concerning plant variety rights in
Section 24, paragraph 3, of the GPA or
semiconductor technology in Section 24,
paragraph 4 of the GPA). The question of
whether or not public interest exists –>
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does not follow any legal definition but
rather it is construed in accordance with
the facts of the individual case. Over the
years, German and European courts have
developed three main areas of application where a compulsory license might
be justified: (a) general economic aspects,
(b) socio-political objectives, and (c)
medical reasons regarding the treatment
of serious diseases.
Background of Merck v. Shionogi
Shionogi owns the European patent for
the compound Raltegravir (EP 1422218),
an antiretroviral drug. Merck manufactures and markets the drug Isentress, an
approved medication for treatment of
HIV-patients encompassing Raltegravir.
As the parties’ negotiations regarding the
grant of a global license remained unsuccessful – Shionogi considered the USD
10,000,000 offer too low – Shionogi filed
a suit for patent infringement before the
Regional Court (Landgericht) of Düsseldorf (No. 4c O 48/15)
In defense, Merck initiated compulsory
license proceedings before the BPatG requesting such a license in the main issue
(No. 3 Li 1/16) as well as filling a preliminary injunction as the pharmaceutical
company considers the use of Raltegravir
and Isentress as indispensable for the

successful treatment of HIV-patients in
Germany.
The facts of the present case are quite
similar to the situation in the Polyferon
case. In that case, the defendant held a
patent on the drug Interferon, a highly
effective compound for the treatment
of rheumatoid arthritis. The claimant, a
competing business, sought to license the
original drug from the defendant without
success and thus the claimant filed a suit
in order to acquire a compulsory license
pursuant to Section 24 of the GPA. Although the claim was finally dismissed by
the BGH, the legal principles developed
by the BPatG in the case to determine the
public interest in a compulsory license
on medications were also applied to the
present case (see below).
FRAND-terms of antitrust laws
not applicable
Pursuant to Section 24 of the GPA, the
license seeker must seriously declare its
general willingness to enter a license
agreement on reasonable commercial
terms. As Merck had made such a reasonable offer to Shionogi, the court considered the requirement to be fulfilled. It
was also highlighted that the principles
established for granting a compulsory license under antitrust law fair, reasonable

and nondiscriminatory (FRAND) licenses
were not applicable under Section 24 of
the GPA.
Application of Polyferon case law
In Polyferon, the BGH ruled that in order
for a medicament to fulfill the requirement of public interest, it (a) must treat a
serious disease that (b) cannot be treated
by a comparable product or (c) can only
so with considerable side effects. As
the BPatG relied on Polyferon case law,
Merck, carrying the burden of proof, had
to establish the above mentioned prerequisites.

>>

The factor “public interest”
is typically the decisive factor
as to whether a compulsory
license will be granted

<<

Merck argued that since HIV-infections
were considered to be both infectious
and lethal, thus a “serious disease”, public
interest demanded that treat HIV-patients should be treated as effectively as
possible. Accordingly, while there might
have indeed been alternative compounds
like Dolutegravir on the market the Court

appointed experts confirmed that the
replacement of Isentress with another
drug was not acceptable given potential
life-long side effects and disadvantageous drug interaction due to the
exchange.
Further, the expert also stated that Raltegravir showed particular advantages in
the post-exposure prophylaxis and in the
treatment of certain patient groups (e.g.
babies, infants, pregnant women and
long-term patients). In consequence, as
the other pre-requisites of Section 24 of
the GPA were fulfilled, the public interest
outweighed Shionogi’s interest in the
exclusive exploitation of the patent at
issue.
Compulsory license by preliminary
injunction
The present case is highly unusual not
only because of the grant of a compulsory license to patented drug but also in
particular because it happened in preliminary proceedings (Section 85 of the GPA).
Under German law, a preliminary injunction requires the situation to be urgent,
posing serious risks for rights and/or
property of the claimant or – in case of
Section 85 of the GPA – of the public
(i.e. public health). As a quick decision is
–>
required, the court will, as a result,
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perform only a summary review of the
facts and the respective legal interests at
issue pending a final decision in the main
proceedings.

BGH might apply a much stricter regime
with regard to Section 24 of the GPA once
again and reject the compulsory license
granted to Merck.

>>

Time will tell whether the present case
remains an isolated case or becomes
settled case law with regard to patents
in the medical field. Manufacturers in the
medical field as well as their competitors
should be aware of this landmark decision with regard to market-leading drugs
used for the treatment of particularly
serious diseases.

Compulsory licenses are
fundamentally rare exceptions
to the constitutionally
guaranteed right of ownership

<<

Therefore, given that compulsory licenses
are fundamentally rare exceptions to
the constitutionally guaranteed right of
ownership, the BPatG – without examining the entire matter in every detail –
must have considered the public interest
regarding HIV-treatment by Raltegravir as
extremely strong, concluding that an immediate decision was necessary. However,
the Court might decide otherwise in the
main proceedings once considering all
the facts at hand.
Conclusion
The Court’s final judgment in the main
proceedings is still awaited and it is
unclear whether the decision will be
confirmed here as well as on an appeal
before the BGH. In light of Polyferon, the

Brief description
In a recent landmark decision, the BPatG
granted a compulsory license on Shionogi’s antiretroviral compound Raltegravir to the US company Merck due to the
drug’s importance in treating HIV-patients.
Key issues
•	In exceptional cases, Section 24 of the
GPA grants a compulsory license to a
patent to a third party.
•	A market-leading HIV-drug may be
subject to a compulsory license if it
is in the public interest. The public
interest can outweigh the patent

owner’s interest to exclusively exploit
the patent if, e.g., alternative drugs
are not as effective or entail serious
side effects.
•	In particularly urgent cases, the compulsory license can be granted via a
preliminary injunction.
•	The principles of antitrust laws
developed with regard to FRAND
terms do not apply to Section 24
of the GPA. <–
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